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Tejasuara, like many of the
residences, is named for
the elements and has some
shared community spaces
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Following the bliss

As holistic wellness retreat
COMO Shambhala Estate
celebrates 10 years, Rhea Saran
investigates what continues to
draw those in the know to this
Balinese haven of health

I

wouldn’t say there was one moment of epiphany. It was more
of a series. There was, for instance, that point when, sitting
cross-legged on a yoga mat in an open-air wooden pavilion
at a morning Pranayama meditation session, my mind finally
began to empty of its tangled thoughts, allowing me to
focus entirely on the rise and fall of my chest and abdomen
with every breath. When I opened my eyes again, the song of
the cicadas, which had always hummed in the background,
reverberated through the air with a new lease on life, as if
someone had turned up the volume. Though it may be more
accurate to say, I’d turned down the dial in my head.
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Bali retreat
Estate walks are part
of a daily roster of
activities guests can
sign up for

The residences are
enveloped in lush
foliage, giving them
a tree house feel

Pilates in a
hillside pavilion
Asian-inspired guest
rooms. Left: The
COMO Shambhala
juices have myriad
health benefits

Treating not just the body but also
the mind is the cornerstone of the COMO
Shambhala holistic wellness brand, brainchild
of Singaporean businesswoman Christina Ong.
And nowhere is that more apparent than at the
flagship Bali property, COMO Shambahala
Estate, perched on several verdant acres of
a forested tropical hillside outside Ubud.
Not merely a spa, yet not prescribing to the
austere boot-camp ethos of some sterner health
centres, the Estate – which celebrates its 10th
anniversary this year – has championed a
sustainable approach to wellness that seamlessly
melds both comfort and effectiveness.
It helps that it does this in rather idyllic
surrounds. Seeming to grow almost organically
out of the natural landscape of this Indonesian
isle, the resort takes design inspiration from
local culture, with luxuriant Asian touches in
the residences that are scattered through the
grounds, enveloped by a canopy of lush foliage,
making it feel like you’re inhabiting a swanky
tree house. Private villas are available, but
there’s something charming – and in-keeping
with the friendly ethos of the Estate – about
the residence-style living options, where a pool
as well as large living, dining and lounging
spaces are shared between a small handful of
rooms that can be booked individually, or by a
family or group of friends travelling together.
Named for the elements, the residence I
stayed in was called Tejasuara, meaning sound
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The Balinese Taksu
massage is based on
the idea of a magical
transference of energy
between two people
of fire, and every night an actual fire was lit in a
pit by the pool, the flames reflecting across the
water’s surface. Tirta Ening or “clear water”,
another residence a short way off, is interpreted
with a floating pavilion around which koi fish
swim. Both the living quarters and the public
areas – including the spa, yoga pavilions and
the two restaurants – take advantage of the
clean air and natural beauty of the location
with as few walls as is practical. Of course,
that means sometimes the outside comes
in: geckos and small insects are par for the
course. Perhaps I’d succumbed to the Estate’s
irresistible pull to be one with nature because,
after the first day, it didn’t bother me as it
would have anywhere else.
The wellness programmes themselves
reflect a range of clients and health needs:
stress management, cleanses, oriental
medicine (the newest of the offerings) and
fitness itineraries. Heston Blumenthal recently
did a three-day detox, which included the
Michelin-starred chef being on an all-juice

diet. I did drink the juices – there is an entire
independent menu full of concoctions that
do everything from aiding muscle healing to
cleansing your liver to nourishing your skin
– at every meal, but rather than a cleanse, I
opted for the three-day Be Active programme
to kick-start my fitness regime before the
holiday season (with a view to limit the
damage that was sure to be done somewhere
between December 24 and January 1).
All the programmes start with an in-depth
consultation with one of the therapists/experts.
I spent an hour chatting with the bubbly
American Pilates instructor, Amy Buck, who
has been at the Estate for three years. After
we’d discussed pretty much every aspect of
my lifestyle, exercise habits, likes and dislikes,
and that nagging pain in my lower back, Amy
drew up a daily schedule for my stay, which
included two personal training sessions and a
massage in addition to being eligible to sign
up for a roster of daily activities.
For the next three days, I spent my time
going from one-on-one Pilates sessions with
Amy – in a glass-walled pavilion partway
down the leafy hillside that gives a whole
new meaning to “jungle gym” – to crosstraining at the gym, bouncing off BOSU
balls and pulling my bodyweight with TRX,
to yoga and the aforementioned meditation
classes. Entirely new to me was aqua therapy:
a combination of water aerobics in a warm

vitality pool followed by water jets focused on
different parts of your body. When the trainer
Made told me that three minutes in front of
the jet that propelled water into my abdomen
– rather painfully, like being punched in
the gut – was equivalent to 20 minutes of
crunches, that’s all I needed to know.
Unlike Blumenthal and his juice diet – or
John, a guest from Munich staying at the
Estate for a month, who was on an all-soup
diet the week I met him – I was able to eat
normally. After all, I had to find the energy
to do things like walk up and down the 150
or so stone steps that led down the hillside
to a refreshing spring water pool. But eating
normally at the Estate is still eating well, in
every sense of the word. At Glow, there’s a
raw food menu alongside a more generally
healthy organic one. My first day, I ate entirely
raw and was pleasantly surprised by the take
on a Caesar salad, which substituted cashew
nut “cream” for the dressing and came loaded
with avocados, capers and nut “cheese”,
as well as the cold “lasagne” of zucchini,
tomatoes and basil. The other eating option
is Kudus House, serving healthy Indonesianinspired fare like a superlative yet light Wagyu
beef rendang that I had accompanied by kale
in chilli and garlic and unrefined brown rice.
If the approach to wellness seems to cover
every aspect – including having a personal
assistant who anticipates needs and takes
care of pretty much everything, from booking
appointments to packing or unpacking – it isn’t
an accident. “We have a 360-degree approach,
from the time you arrive,” general manager
Paul Linder confirmed over a lunch of grilled
flaked salmon and quinoa tabbouleh at Glow.
Contagiously upbeat and warm, Swiss-born
Linder came to COMO Shambhala Estate
two years ago, after more than a decade at
that other Asian wellness mecca, Chiva-Som
in Thailand. His career arc has covered some
of the most reputed luxury properties around
the globe, from St Mortiz to Seoul. Suffice it to
say, there’s not much about the hospitality – or
wellness – industry he doesn’t know, perhaps
explaining why things purr along like a welloiled machine at the Estate.

Raw zucchini,
tomato and basil
"lasagne" at Glow

The last thing I did before leaving
was have myself booked in – via my
accommodating PA – for a final massage, or
more accurately, massage therapy, because the
approach here isn’t so much about pampering
but doing something good for your body. If
you feel indulged in the process – and you
will – that’s the bonus. A signature therapy, the
Taksu massage, is locally inspired and based
on the idea of a magical transference of energy
between two people (you and the therapist),
which is what taksu means in Balinese. I was
too relaxed to think about how much was
magic and how much was simply skill, but
it did all the things it said it would: relieve
muscle tension and release stress.
Then again, it was never just about one
thing at the Estate. Any stress I felt leaving
my body was as much about the therapist’s
experience as it was about the amplified
symphony of the cicadas, or the effect the
morning strawberry-passion fruit-bananayoghurt smoothie was having on my system.
The 360-degree approach is as true about
life as it is about wellness, and is what makes
it sustainable. I left the Estate with Pilates
moves I could do at home, circuit training
I’ve already worked into my gym routine,
breathing exercises to start my morning – and
if there was a COMO Shambhala cookbook
out yet (they’re working on one), I’d be
making my own raw lasagne. It’s not so much
about finding your bliss at the Estate; it’s about
a lifelong path following it.
Good thing I’ve got my trainers on.

A series of steps lead
down to a spring
water pool to relax by

Unique details in the
rooms, like this Do
Not Disturb sign

From AED 2,940 per night based on double
occupancy including daily breakfast and lunch
or dinner, one daily spa treatment or activity,
participation in daily scheduled activities and use
of sauna, steam room and lap pool. Price does not
include wellness programmes; 0062-361-97 8888,
comohotels.com/comoshambhalaestate

GETTING THERE

Singapore Airlines (singaporeair.com) flies from
Dubai to Bali via Singapore. Some sectors
operate the Boeing 777-300 aircraft, with an
all-new Business Class

Yoga by the
Ayung River
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